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I can help you raise $250,000 to $2 million
in equity capital – and with those funds
triple your sales within 2 years.
I have done it multiple times, with multiple
companies, in multiple industries.
My name is Michael Bissonnette. Over the last three decades I founded, funded and built four
multi-million dollar corporations from the ground up. The last two grew into international
companies that I took public on the NASDAQ – including AeroGrow International, a local Boulder
based company.
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All in all, I’ve raised over $50 million to fund the start up and ongoing expansion of my companies.
Much of it was accomplished in some of the toughest financial times ever – and I did it without
banks, angels or venture capital.
These funds allowed me to accelerate my sales and marketing strategies, product development,
and expansion into new markets, both nationally and internationally.
I bring this funding and sales & marketing expertise to special companies with a unique niche, a
compelling story, and the potential for accelerated growth.
In addition to my expertise, I have brought onto our consulting team a highly experienced
Securities attorney and CPA to add depth to our services.
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We are selective about the companies we work with-this is a fact, not a sales pitch. Our capacity is
limited, and we want to work with individuals where the company fits our “value offered” sweet
spot, where we believe our funding approach will help you raise the funds you need, and where
the chemistry between our companies is right.
I invite you to review this website in detail – then, if you’re interested in exploring the possibilities
of working together, we should talk. Call us at 303-579-6955.
Michael Bissonnette
CEO, Bissonnette Funding Solutions
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